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A Primer on Parallel Lives Jul 16 2021 Dan
Gerber's poetry is influenced by Zen
attentiveness, childhood memories, and deep
connections with nature.
Crazy Horse and Custer Jun 02 2020 A New
York Times bestseller from the author of Band
of Brothers: The biography of two fighters
forever linked by history and the battle at Little
Bighorn. On the sparkling morning of June 25,
1876, 611 men of the United States 7th Cavalry
rode toward the banks of Little Bighorn in the
Montana Territory, where three thousand
Indians stood waiting for battle. The lives of
two great warriors would soon be forever
linked throughout history: Crazy Horse, leader
of the Oglala Sioux, and General George
Armstrong Custer. Both were men of
aggression and supreme courage. Both became
leaders in their societies at very early ages.
Both were stripped of power, in disgrace, and
worked to earn back the respect of their
people. And to both of them, the unspoiled
grandeur of the Great Plains of North America
was an irresistible challenge. Their parallel
lives would pave the way, in a manner unknown
to either, for an inevitable clash between two
nations fighting for possession of the open
prairie.
Present Tense Machine May 14 2021 “An
ingenious pocket universe.” —Caitlin Horrocks,
The New York Times Book Review "Gunnhild
Øyehaug is a magician of the highest
rank."—Catherine Lacey On an ordinary day in
Bergen, Norway, in the late 1990s, Anna is
reading in the garden while her two-year-old
daughter, Laura, plays on her tricycle. Then, in
one startling moment, Anna misreads a word,
an alternate universe opens up, and Laura
disappears. Twenty years or so later, life has
gone on as if nothing happened, but in each of
the women’s lives, something is not quite right.
Both Anna and Laura continue to exist, but they
are invisible to each other and forgotten in each
other’s worlds. Both are writers and amateur
pianists. They are married; Anna had two more
children after Laura disappeared, and Laura is
expecting a child of her own. They worry about

their families, their jobs, the climate—and
whether this reality is all there is.
Parallel Lives Aug 05 2020 THE STORY: In the
opening scene, two Supreme Beings plan the
beginning of the world with the relish of two
slightly sadistic suburban wives decorating a
living room. Once they've decided on the color
scheme of the races, a little concerned that whi
Time Travel True Stories Apr 24 2022 What
do Scientists Say About Time Travel? It's fair to
say that most scientists today will tell you that
time travel is impossible. Three of today's top
physicists - Charles Liu, Brian Green and
Michio Kaku - all hold that time travel is, if not
impossible, unlikely in the extreme. However,
one of the most brilliant minds of our time,
physicist Stephen Hawking, disagrees although only partially. He believes that time
travel is theoretically possible, but only into the
future. …. But What Do Real People
Experience? The opinion of science, however,
has never stopped thousands of people around
the world from reporting what they firmly
believe are actual experiences of spontaneous
time travel! Still others insist that time travel is
not only possible, but they have already done it
as part of top secret government programmes.
Claims for time travel range from the highly
flaky to the astoundingly believable. They are
especially difficult to dismiss when time travel
reports come from absolutely ordinary, rocksolid people who have nothing to gain by
proclaiming they travelled in time. Many people
who report time travel experiences don't
necessarily believe it themselves. What
happened to them was so strange, so
unexpected, yet so real; they simply have no
other good explanation for their experience.
You will meet a number of such individuals in
this book, most of their stories straight out of
the headline of local newspapers. No doubt, a
story or two will strike the reader as pure
balderdash. On the other hand, some of these
cases of time travel are tantalizing and
unexplainable. They also come with a certain
amount of solid evidence, such as stopped
clocks, frozen machines and electromagnetic
devices acting in inexplicable ways. Physicist
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and NASA scientist Tom Campbell said that
scientific advances always 'come from the
fringe.' Thus, even if you consider some of
these stories stepping dangerously 'out there'
onto that fringy edge, remember that many of
yesterday's fringe theories are today's scientific
fact. At the very least, it doesn't hurt to
approach the idea of time travel with an open
mind and a sense of wonder.
Time Travel and Our Parallel Worlds Nov 27
2019 It has been more than sixty years since
physicist Hugh Everett III first proposed his
Many Worlds Interpretation and scientists have
been arguing about it ever since. This is
because the implications of 'Many Worlds' is
just so mind boggling. Not only is our universe
or dimension of reality not the only dimension
of reality, but it's just one of an infinite number
of other parallel worlds and, yes, all of those
'other' worlds are tucked in right next to ours.
Perhaps only the thinnest of veils separates us
from all the rest. Many scientists still say the
Many Worlds theory carries too much
metaphysical baggage. On the other hand, a
survey conducted of a cross section of the
physicists around the world just ten years ago
showed that 68% of them now agree that the
Many Worlds Interpretation is either 'true' or
'mostly true'. So now it seems that even the
most mainstream of scientists agree that we
live in a universe teeming with parallel worlds.
Perhaps fewer are on board with time travel
but, as we have seen, the two always seem to
go together, or at least have something to do
with one another. In the final analysis, it's not
science that is going to convince the world that
parallel universes are real and that time travel
is possible. Sooner or later, the truth is going to
be undeniable. When enough people have reallife encounters with a time-slip or a slip into
another dimension, sooner or later a critical
mass will develop until a consensus is reached.
That consensus may very well be: Of course we
live in a Multiverse; yes we can have contact
and interaction with all of those other parallel
worlds, and that also means we can travel in
time. We know it is true and possible because it
happens every day. Contents Include: RAF
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The Duel Dec 29 2019 Learn more about the
men who inspired Hamilton: The Musical in this
fascinating look at the historical friends turned
revolutionary rivals! In curiously parallel lives,
Alexander Hamilton and Aaron Burr were both
orphaned at an early age. Both were brilliant
students who attended college--one at
Princeton, the other at Columbia--and studied
law. Both were young staff officers under
General George Washington, and both became
war heroes. Politics beckoned them, and each
served in the newly formed government of the
fledgling nation. Why, then, did these two face
each other at dawn in a duel that ended with
death for one and harsh criticism for the other?
Judith St. George's lively biography, told in
alternating chapters, brings to life two complex
men who played major roles in the formation of
the United States.
The Hidden Reality Dec 09 2020 The
bestselling author of The Elegant Universe and
The Fabric of the Cosmos tackles perhaps the
most mind-bending question in modern physics
and cosmology: Is our universe the only
universe? There was a time when "universe"
meant all there is. Everything. Yet, a number of
theories are converging on the possibility that
our universe may be but one among many
parallel universes populating a vast multiverse.
Here, Briane Greene, one of our foremost
physicists and science writers, takes us on a
breathtaking journey to a multiverse
comprising an endless series of big bangs, a
multiverse with duplicates of every one of us, a
multiverse populated by vast sheets of
spacetime, a multiverse in which all we
consider real are holographic illusions, and
even a multiverse made purely of math--and
reveals the reality hidden within each. Using
his trademark wit and precision, Greene
presents a thrilling survey of cutting-edge
physics and confronts the inevitable question:
How can fundamental science progress if great
swaths of reality lie beyond our reach? The
Hidden Reality is a remarkable adventure
through a world more vast and strange than
anything we could have imagined.
Parallel Worlds Oct 07 2020 In this thrilling
journey into the mysteries of our cosmos,
bestselling author Michio Kaku takes us on a
dizzying ride to explore black holes and time
machines, multidimensional space and, most
tantalizing of all, the possibility that parallel
universes may lay alongside our own. Kaku
skillfully guides us through the latest
innovations in string theory and its latest
iteration, M-theory, which posits that our
universe may be just one in an endless
multiverse, a singular bubble floating in a sea
of infinite bubble universes. If M-theory is
proven correct, we may perhaps finally find
answer to the question, “What happened before
the big bang?” This is an exciting and
unforgettable introduction into the new cuttingedge theories of physics and cosmology from
one of the pre-eminent voices in the field.
Nehru and Bose May 26 2022 ‘Nobody has
done more harm to me . . . than Jawaharlal
Nehru,’ wrote Subhas Chandra Bose in 1939.
Had relations between the two great nationalist
leaders soured to the extent that Bose had
begun to view Nehru as his enemy? But then,
why did he name one of the regiments of the

Indian National Army after Jawaharlal? And
what prompted Nehru to weep when he heard
of Bose’s untimely death in 1945, and to
recount soon after, ‘I used to treat him as my
younger brother’? Rudrangshu Mukherjee’s
fascinating book traces the contours of a
friendship that did not quite blossom as
political ideologies diverged, and delineates the
shadow that fell between them—for, Gandhi
saw Nehru as his chosen heir and Bose as a
prodigal son.
Disappear Doppelgänger Disappear Oct 19
2021 From the bestselling author of The
Hundred-Year Flood comes an incredibly
entertaining and profoundly affecting tour de
force about a Korean American man's strange
and ordinary attempts to exist. Matt Kim is
always tired. He keeps passing out. His cat is
dead. His wife and daughter have left him. He's
estranged from his adoptive family. People
bump into him on the street as if he isn't there.
He is pretty sure he's disappearing. His
girlfriend, Yumi, is less convinced. But then she
runs into someone who looks exactly like her,
and her doppelgänger turns out to have dated
someone who looks exactly like Matt. Except
the other Matt was superior in every way. He
was clever, successful, generous, and beloved-until one day he suddenly and completely
vanished without warning. How can Matt Kim
protect his existence when a better version of
him wasn't able to? Or is his worse life a reason
for his survival? Set in a troubling time in which
a presidential candidate is endorsed by the KKK
and white men in red hats stalk Harvard
Square, Disappear Doppelgänger Disappear is a
haunting and frighteningly funny novel about
Asian American stereotypes, the desires that
make us human, puns, and what happens to the
self when you have to become someone else to
be seen.
Parallel Lives Jan 22 2022 Plutarch's Lives of
the Noble Greeks and Romans, commonly
called Parallel Lives or Plutarch's Lives, is a
series of biographies of famous men, arranged
in tandem to illuminate their common moral
virtues or failings. The surviving Parallel Lives,
contain twenty-three pairs of biographies, each
pair consisting of one Greek and one Roman, as
well as four unpaired, single lives. It is a work
of considerable importance, not only as a
source of information about the individuals
biographized, but also about the times in which
they lived.
A Parallel Life Apr 12 2021 Award-winning
playwright, author and critic Bonnie Greer's
touching, funny and thought-provoking memoir
is a voyage into the making of a woman who set
out to unmake what she'd been born and
brought up to be: 'a proper girl' - a precious
definition in a segregate and racist America
where black life was deemed only three-fifths of
white life ... and the life of a black woman even
less.
Parallel Lives of Jesus Feb 20 2022 In this
highly readable introduction to the Gospels,
Edward Adams demonstrates how the four
canonical Gospels function separatelyâ€"as
unique accounts of Jesus' lifeâ€"and as
narrative renditions of a shared story: the
Fourfold Gospel. Building on the premise that
the Gospels are ancient biographies or "lives of
Jesus," Adams examines parallel Gospel
passages, highlighting the similarities and
differences between them. He begins by
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approaching the four Gospels generally, then
looks at each of them individually, and finally
considers six key Gospel passages to further
explore the unity and plurality of the Gospels in
a more focused way. Adams's lucid prose helps
to make this text ideal for beginning students of
the Gospels.
Parallel Jun 26 2022 What if you woke up to a
new life every day? A collision of universes
leaves Abby living two lives at once - and
sharing them with her own double. Two worlds.
Two guys. Two selves. How will she stay in
control?
The Complete Collection of Plutarch's
Parallel Lives Jul 04 2020 Plutarch, later
named, on his becoming a Roman citizen,
Lucius Mestrius Plutarchus, c. 46 - 120 AD, was
a Greek historian, biographer, essayist, and
Middle Platonist known primarily for his
Parallel Lives and Moralia. Plutarch lived most
of his life at Chaeronea, and his duties as the
senior of the two priests of Apollo at the Oracle
of Delphi (where he was responsible for
interpreting the auguries of the Pythia)
apparently occupied little of his time. He led an
active social and civic life while producing an
extensive body of writing, much of which
survived. By his writings and lectures Plutarch
became a celebrity in the Roman Empire. At his
country estate, guests from all over the empire
congregated for serious conversation, presided
over by Plutarch in his marble chair. Many of
these dialogues were recorded and published,
and the 78 essays and other works which have
survived are now known collectively as the
Moralia. Plutarch's best-known work is the
Parallel Lives, a series of biographies of famous
Greeks and Romans, arranged in pairs to
illuminate their common moral virtues and
vices. The surviving Lives contain 23 pairs,
each with one Greek Life and one Roman Life,
as well as four unpaired single Lives. Some of
the Lives, such as those of Heracles, Philip II of
Macedon and Scipio Africanus, no longer exist;
many of the remaining Lives are truncated,
contain obvious lacunae or have been tampered
with by later writers. Extant Lives include those
on Aristides, Pericles, Pompey, Julius Caesar,
Cicero, Cato the Younger, Mark Antony, and
Marcus Junius Brutus, all of which are included
here.
The Unlikely Peace at Cuchumaquic Jan 28
2020 Martín Prechtel’s experiences growing up
on a Pueblo Indian reservation, his years of
apprenticing to a Guatemalan shaman, and his
flight from Guatemala’s brutal civil war to life
in the U.S. inform this lyrical blend of memoir,
cultural commentary, and spiritual call to arms.
The Unlikely Peace at Cuchumaquic is both an
epic story and a cry to the heart of humanity
based on the author’s realization that human
survival depends on keeping alive the seeds of
our “original forgotten spiritual excellence.”
Prechtel relates our current state of ecological
crisis to the rapid disappearance of
biodiversity, indigenous cultures, and shared
human values. He demonstrates how real
human culture is exterminated when real (not
genetically modified) seeds are lost. Like plants
that become extinct once their required
conditions are no longer met, authentic,
unmonetized human cultures can no longer
survive in the modern world. To “keep the
seeds alive”—both literally and
metaphorically—they must be planted,
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harvested, and replanted, just as human culture
must become truly engaging and meaningful to
the soul, as necessary as food is to the body.
The viable seeds of spirituality and culture that
lie dormant within us need to “sprout” into
broad daylight to create real sets of cultures
welcome on Earth. From the Hardcover edition.
Jesus and Muhammad Jul 24 2019 Jesus and
Muhammad are two of the best known and
revered figures in history, each with a billion or
more global followers. Now, in this intriguing
volume, F.E. Peters offers a clear and
compelling analysis of the parallel lives of Jesus
and Muhammad, the first such in-depth
comparison in print. Like a detective, Peters
compiles "dossiers" of what we do and do not
know about the lives and portraits of these
towering figures, drawing on the views of
modern historians and the evidence of the
Gospels and the Quran. With erudition and wit,
the author nimbly leads the reader through
drama and dogma to reveal surprising
similarities between the two leaders and their
messages. Each had a public career as a semisuccessful preacher. Both encountered
opposition that threatened their lives and those
of their followers. Each left a body of teaching
purported to be their very words, with an
urgent imperative that all must become
believers in the face of the approaching
apocalypse. Both are symbols of hope on the
one hand and of God's terrible judgment on the
other. They are bringers of peace--and the
sword. There is, however, a fundamental
difference. Muslims revere Muhammad ibn
Abdullah of Mecca as a mortal prophet.
Although known as a prophet in his day, the
Galilean Jew Jesus was and is believed by his
followers to have been the promised Messiah,
indeed the son of God. The Quran records
revelations received by Muhammad as the
messenger of God, whereas the revelations of
the Gospels focus on Jesus and the events of his
life and death. A lasting contribution to
interfaith understanding, Jesus and Muhammad
offers lucid, intelligent answers to questions
that underlie some of the world's most
intractable conflicts.
Parallel Lives Mar 12 2021 Based on a true
story. Liliana is a beautiful and educated young
Jewish woman. She marries Henry and becomes
a mother to Rebecca. She has a full life ahead
of her in Poland, or so it seems. The time period
is the beginning of World War II, when the
Germans invade Poland. To protect her, Liliana
and Henry entrust Rebecca to their Christian
friends. Shortly thereafter, Henry is among
those taken to the concentration camp. Time
passes, and Liliana knows little about the fate
of her husband or daughter. To survive, Liliana
(now known as Helena) assumes the identity of
a Polish aristocrat and ends up working for a
German officer named Robert. In a twist of fate,
Robert and Helena fall in love with each other
and get married. Unknown to Liliana, Henry
survives and reunites with their daughter
Rebecca. He finds a way to communicate with
Liliana, only to find out that she started a new
life. Liliana has yet to reveal her true identity to
her German husband. Filled with guilt and
longing for Rebecca, she thinks of putting an
end to all of the lies. Will Liliana finally
overcome her fears and reunite with her
daughter? Parallel Lives is based on a true
story. It brings the reader on a captivating

journey of the "parallel lives" of a family who
was separated by war. The journey takes the
reader though a myriad of human emotions,
including: love, jealousy, fear, despair, and
freedom.
The Parallel Lives of Women and Cows Feb 29
2020 Weaving together a social history of the
American beef industry withher ownaccount of
growing up in the shadow of her grandfather’s
cattle business, Halley juxtaposes the two
worlds and creates a link between the meat
industry and her own experience of the
formation of gender and sexuality through
family violence.
Hitler and Stalin Jun 22 2019 Forty years
after his Hitler: A Study in Tyranny set a
standard for scholarship of the Nazi era, Lord
Alan Bullock gives readers a breathtakingly
accomplished dual biography that places Adolf
Hitler's origins, personality, career, and legacy
alongside those of Joseph Stalin--his implacable
antagonist and moral mirror image.
Jesus and Paul Mar 31 2020 Explores a
variety of sources to draw a parallel between
the lives of Jesus and Paul, discussing their
births and early years, family and education,
social class and cultural influences, and finally,
their deaths.
Consciousness and Quantum Mechanics:
Life in Parallel Worlds Feb 08 2021
A Tale for the Time Being Oct 26 2019 A
brilliant, unforgettable novel from bestselling
author Ruth Ozeki, author of The Book of Form
and Emptiness Finalist for the Booker Prize and
the National Book Critics Circle Award “A time
being is someone who lives in time, and that
means you, and me, and every one of us who is,
or was, or ever will be.” In Tokyo, sixteen-yearold Nao has decided there’s only one escape
from her aching loneliness and her classmates’
bullying. But before she ends it all, Nao first
plans to document the life of her great
grandmother, a Buddhist nun who’s lived more
than a century. A diary is Nao’s only
solace—and will touch lives in ways she can
scarcely imagine. Across the Pacific, we meet
Ruth, a novelist living on a remote island who
discovers a collection of artifacts washed
ashore in a Hello Kitty lunchbox—possibly
debris from the devastating 2011 tsunami. As
the mystery of its contents unfolds, Ruth is
pulled into the past, into Nao’s drama and her
unknown fate, and forward into her own future.
Full of Ozeki’s signature humor and deeply
engaged with the relationship between writer
and reader, past and present, fact and fiction,
quantum physics, history, and myth, A Tale for
the Time Being is a brilliantly inventive,
beguiling story of our shared humanity and the
search for home.
Lincoln and Whitman Sep 17 2021 Kindred
spirits despite their profound differences in
position, Abraham Lincoln and Walt Whitman
shared a vision of the democratic character.
They had read or listened to each other’s words
at crucial turning points in their lives, and both
were utterly transformed by the tragedy of the
Civil War. In this radiant book, poet and
biographer Daniel Mark Epstein tracks the
parallel lives of these two titans from the day
that Lincoln first read Leaves of Grass to the
elegy Whitman composed after Lincoln’s
assassination in 1865. Drawing on a rich trove
of personal and newspaper accounts and diary
records, Epstein shows how the influence and
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reverence flowed between these two men–and
brings to life the many friends and contacts
they shared. Epstein has written a masterful
portrait of two great American figures and the
era they shaped through words and deeds.
A Primer on Parallel Lives Aug 17 2021 Dan
Gerber's poetry is influenced by Zen
attentiveness, childhood memories, and deep
connections with nature.
Parallel Lives Sep 29 2022 This collects six
wildly inventive short comics stories that might
collectively be dubbed “speculative memoir.”
Schrauwen’s deadpan depictions of his and his
offspring's upcoming lives include alien
abduction, dialogue with future agents, and
coded messages in envelopes at breakfast.
Parallel Nov 07 2020 A romantic, mindbending novel about parallel worlds, soul
mates, destiny, and the big-time consequences
of even our smallest choices, perfect for fans of
The Future of Us and Before I Fall. Abby
Barnes had it all planned out—high school,
college, career—but one decision made in her
senior year of high school changed her
carefully mapped-out future. When Abby wakes
up the morning of her eighteenth birthday, it's
as though her past has been rewritten. Abby
discovers that a cosmic collision of parallel
universes has erased her old reality. Now Abby
is falling in love with a boy from her Parallel's
memories—a boy she's never even met. She's
living the life she always wanted, but what if
living her Parallel's life means she loses her
soul mate?
Moving Through Parallel Worlds To Achieve
Your Dreams Aug 29 2022 Quantum physics
has revealed that objects can exist in more than
one location simultaneously, even though the
objects are invisible to us in all but one
location, that is, parallel universes exist. This is
most blatantly revealed in the mind shattering
'double-slit' experiment and is at the core of
what is called 'the measurement problem,' in
quantum physics. The results are startling, but
this is what the science is clearly showing. It is
human awareness that causes matter to fix into
a single position, and reveal a single reality.
The science is showing that at every moment
we become aware of our reality, the universe
splits into unseen parallel dimensions and we
become trapped in just one of these many
parallel realities. This is all powerful stuff but
what does this mean for our lives? What if you
could learn how to access these parallel worlds
that are being created? What if you could do
what many billionaires and great minds in
history have done but have only hinted at. What
if you could move through parallel realities in
order to achieve unfathomable greatness.
Abraham Lincoln, Albert Einstein,
Michelangelo, Nikola Tesla, Isaac Newton, John
D. Rockefeller and many others all used this
quantum mind power that is now available to
you. This is one of the most powerful books you
shall ever read. With research from quantum
physics, psychology, biology and behavioral
epigenetics, as well as many great spiritual
teachings, 'Moving Through Parallel Worlds'
will guide you on a path to achieving your
grandest ambitions. The title, 'Moving Through
Parallel Worlds To Achieve Your Dreams,' is
literal - based on the 'Many Worlds
Interpretation of Quantum Mechanics,' and it is
also a metaphor suggesting positive life
transformation. This very night, you shall be
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reading and then applying the concepts in this
book, and that moment will be the starting
point of your mastery of wealth, romance,
creation, and mastery of all things in the
physical world. 'Moving Through Parallel
Worlds' draws on science and timeless wisdom,
to guide you on a path to unlimited power and
enlightenment. 'Moving Through Parallel
Worlds To Achieve Your Dreams' will allow you
to bridge the discontinuity in your life from the
point where you are at right now, to the point
where you dream that you can be. This book
shall put you into alignment with all that you
have imagined possible for yourself and shall
show you a path even to that which you may
have considered impossible. This book has
emerged so that you may be lifted up, and that
you may come to realize the power you have to
exist in a world that is exactly as you imagine it
should be. This is your moment and this book is
here, just for you. Enjoy the journey!
Giants Dec 21 2021 Frederick Douglass and
Abraham Lincoln were the preeminent selfmade men of their time. In this masterful dual
biography, award-winning Harvard University
scholar John Stauffer describes the
transformations in the lives of these two giants
during a major shift in cultural history, when
men rejected the status quo and embraced new
ideals of personal liberty. As Douglass and
Lincoln reinvented themselves and ultimately
became friends, they transformed America.
Lincoln was born dirt poor, had less than one
year of formal schooling, and became the
nation's greatest president. Douglass spent the
first twenty years of his life as a slave, had no
formal schooling-in fact, his masters forbade
him to read or write-and became one of the
nation's greatest writers and activists, as well
as a spellbinding orator and messenger of
audacious hope, the pioneer who blazed the
path traveled by future African-American
leaders. At a time when most whites would not
let a black man cross their threshold, Lincoln
invited Douglass into the White House. Lincoln
recognized that he needed Douglass to help
him destroy the Confederacy and preserve the
Union; Douglass realized that Lincoln's shrewd
sense of public opinion would serve his own
goal of freeing the nation's blacks. Their
relationship shifted in response to the country's
debate over slavery, abolition, and
emancipation. Both were ambitious men. They
had great faith in the moral and technological
progress of their nation. And they were not
always consistent in their views. John Stauffer
describes their personal and political struggles
with a keen understanding of the dilemmas
Douglass and Lincoln confronted and the social
context in which they occurred. What emerges
is a brilliant portrait of how two of America's
greatest leaders lived.
Parallel Play May 02 2020 An affecting memoir
of life as a boy who didn’t know he had
Asperger’s syndrome until he became a man. In
1997, Tim Page won the Pulitzer Prize for
Criticism for his work as the chief classical
music critic of The Washington Post, work that
the Pulitzer board called “lucid and
illuminating.” Three years later, at the age of
45, he was diagnosed with Asperger’s
syndrome–an autistic disorder characterized by
often superior intellectual abilities but also by
obsessive behavior, ineffective communication,
and social awkwardness. In a personal

chronicle that is by turns hilarious and
heartbreaking, Page revisits his early days
through the prism of newfound clarity. Here is
the tale of a boy who could blithely recite the
names and dates of all the United States’
presidents and their wives in order (backward
upon request), yet lacked the coordination to
participate in the simplest childhood games. It
is the story of a child who memorized vast
portions of the World Book Encyclopedia simply
by skimming through its volumes, but was
unable to pass elementary school math and
science. And it is the triumphant account of a
disadvantaged boy who grew into a highfunctioning, highly successful adult—perhaps
not despite his Asperger’s but because of it, as
Page believes. For in the end, it was his allconsuming love of music that emerged as
something around which to construct a life and
a prodigious career. In graceful prose, Page
recounts the eccentric behavior that withstood
glucose-tolerance tests, anti-seizure
medications, and sessions with the school
psychiatrist, but which above all, eluded his
own understanding. A poignant portrait of a
lifelong search for answers, Parallel Play
provides a unique perspective on Asperger’s
and the well of creativity that can spring forth
as a result of the condition.
Parallel Lives of Jesus Jun 14 2021 This is an
introductory guide to the four New Testament
Gospels as overlapping accounts of the life,
death and resurrection of Jesus, each with its
own distinctive emphases and concerns. Part
One deals first with the fact that there are four
Gospels in the canon and looks at how the
fourfold Gospel emerged. The literary
relationships between the Gospels are dealt
with next, followed by the composition of the
Gospels. Part Two looks at each Gospel, its
structure, contents, style and narrative
technique, its presentation of Jesus and its
particular interests and themes.
Improbable Destinies Sep 05 2020 A major new
book overturning our assumptions about how
evolution works Earth’s natural history is full of
fascinating instances of convergence:
phenomena like eyes and wings and treeclimbing lizards that have evolved
independently, multiple times. But evolutionary
biologists also point out many examples of
contingency, cases where the tiniest change—a
random mutation or an ancient butterfly
sneeze—caused evolution to take a completely
different course. What role does each force
really play in the constantly changing natural
world? Are the plants and animals that exist
today, and we humans ourselves, inevitabilities
or evolutionary flukes? And what does that say
about life on other planets? Jonathan Losos
reveals what the latest breakthroughs in
evolutionary biology can tell us about one of the
greatest ongoing debates in science. He takes
us around the globe to meet the researchers
who are solving the deepest mysteries of life on
Earth through their work in experimental
evolutionary science. Losos himself is one of the
leaders in this exciting new field, and he
illustrates how experiments with guppies, fruit
flies, bacteria, foxes, and field mice, along with
his own work with anole lizards on Caribbean
islands, are rewinding the tape of life to reveal
just how rapid and predictable evolution can
be. Improbable Destinies will change the way
we think and talk about evolution. Losos's
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insights into natural selection and evolutionary
change have far-reaching applications for
protecting ecosystems, securing our food
supply, and fighting off harmful viruses and
bacteria. This compelling narrative offers a new
understanding of ourselves and our role in the
natural world and the cosmos.
Parallel Lives Oct 31 2022 In her study of the
married couple as the smallest political unit,
Phyllis Rose uses the marriages of five
Victorian writers who wrote about their own
lives with unusual candor: Charles Dickens,
John Ruskin, Thomas Carlyle, John Stuart Mill,
and George Eliot--née Marian Evans.
Parallel Universes of Children Sep 25 2019 In
honor of World Children's Day, artist Ugur
Gallenkus is debuting his first book, Parallel
Universes of Children. The book features
selections from Gallenkus' ongoing series of
collages juxtaposing the starkly different
worlds today's children inhabit globally.
Parallel Universes of Children, an 11x11-inch,
120-page hardcover volume, contains 52
collages representing children's rights and
pairs each artwork with quotes and facts about
children's lived realities. Every page of this
book bears witness to the lives and plights of
children around the world-acknowledging their
fears, tears, and pain.
Beyond Past Lives Jul 28 2022 Understand
your present with this powerful book on past
lives. In this book, regressionist Mira Kelley
shares the life-changing lessons she has
learned from her clients to help you find
support and understanding, and to empower
you in your own growth. Mira teaches you how
to connect with your Higher Self in any moment
to receive guidance. You’ll come to understand
how everything around you is just a reflection
of yourself, why is it important to forgive, why
you have the right to love yourself, and how the
Universe always supports you lovingly and
unconditionally. The stories contained in these
pages will help you discover how to heal your
body, mind, and spirit as you learn about the
nature of time, karma, destiny, and free will—as
well as how each choice creates a new reality
for you. As you read Beyond Past Lives, you’ll
see how regression has helped others shift to a
reality of health and well-being, and you will be
guided to achieve the same for yourself.
Prepare for a powerful transformation as you
experience the profound lesson of your past
lives!
An Infinite Number Of Parallel Universes
Mar 24 2022 Four friends from wildly different
backgrounds have bonded over Dungeons &
Dragons since the sixth grade. Now they're
facing senior year and a major shift in their own
universes. Math whiz Archie is struggling with
his parents' divorce after his dad comes out as
gay. Mari is terrified of her adoptive mother's
life-altering news. Dante is carrying around a
huge secret that is proving impossible to keep
hidden. And when Sam gets dumped by the love
of his life, everyone is ready to join him on a
cross-country quest to win her back. The four
quickly discover that the road is not forgiving,
and that real life is no game. They must face a
test of friendship where the stakes are more
than just a roll of the dice--they are life and
death.
Blondie: Parallel Lives Nov 19 2021 Parallel
Lives is the definitive biography of Blondie, the
iconic New York band led by singer Debbie
Online Library diymaniacs.com on December 1, 2022 Free
Download Pdf

Harry and guitarist Chris Stein. One of the most
iconic groups of their generation, Blondie
experienced an unparalleled rise to global
superstardom during the late 1970s, topping
charts and breaking moulds. This Omnibus
Enhanced edition includes a Digital Timeline of
Blondie's career packed with audio, video and
images of tour nights, memorabilia, music
videos and interviews. Additionally, throughout
the book are links to curated playlists allowing
you to hear Blondie's finest gems, their early
influences and more. Beginning with their
childhoods, backgrounds and influences,
Parallel Lives charts the development of
Blondie towards their global success and
fractured break-up; followed by their 1997
reformation, critical renaissance and
controversial induction into the Rock n’ Roll
Hall of Fame. Drawing upon extensive and
revealing interviews with Debbie Harry, Chris
Stein and other significant players, the
Omnibus Enhanced Blondie: Parallel Lives is
the definitive, eye-witness account of the
group’s long and tumultuous existence. Coauthor Kris Needs had established a friendship
with Harry, Stein and the rest of the band that
endures to this day. Now, as a trusted

confidante, he finally reveals the full story.
Plutarch’s >Parallel Lives Aug 24 2019 In the
Parallel Lives Plutarch does not absolve his
readers of the need for moral reflection by
offering any sort of hard and fast rules for their
moral judgement. Rather, he uses strategies to
elicit readers’ active engagement with the act
of judging. This book, drawing on the insights
of recent narrative theories, especially
narratology and reader-response criticism,
examines Plutarch’s narrative techniques in the
Parallel Lives of drawing his readers into the
process of moral evaluation and exposing them
to the complexities entailed in it. Subjects
discussed include Plutarch’s prefatory
projection of himself and his readers and the
interaction between the two; Plutarch’s
presentation of the mental and emotional
workings of historical agents, which serves to
re-enact the participants’ experience at the
time and thus arouse empathy in the readers;
Plutarch’s closural strategies and their
profound effects on the readers’ moral inquiry;
Plutarch’s principles of historical criticism in
On the malice of Herodotus in relation to his
narrative strategies in the Lives. Through
illustrating Plutarch’s narrative technique, this
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book elucidates Plutarch’s praise-and-blame
rhetoric in the Lives as well as his sensibility to
the challenges inherent in recounting, reading
about, and evaluating the lives of the great men
of history.
Parallel Lives Jan 10 2021 Two young women
face similar challenges in creating meaningful
lives for themselves. Yet mother and daughter,
embedded in different cultures and times, are
influenced to make decisions that draw them
apart. Delyth, in 1945 Wales, faces the return
of a husband damaged by war. After a
successful career in his absence, she puts aside
her own needs to care for him, something that
has its own challenges. Her daughter, Natalie,
also affected by the behaviour of her father,
starts university in Sydney in 1970, determined
to find her own direction and be free of him.
However, away from home, the New Age values
of self-actualisation and free love, as well as the
Vietnam War, have a major impact on her life.
Despite her efforts to be independent and to
follow her dream to help the unfortunate in
foreign countries, Natalie discovers she
remains tied to her parents. Both women
struggle to fill a void within until something
happens to change everything.
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